Type 2 Endoleaks With AAA Sac Enlargement Can Be Dangerous And Should Be Treated: What Is The Best Treatment Method
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**Type II Endoleak**

- Incidence 10-50% (1y)
- Growing aneurysm with type II
- Growth >5 mm
- Indication for treatment

Gelfand, Ann Vasc Surg, 2006

**Is a Type 2 endoleak a type 2 endoleak?**

Coils in 2013

New endoleak with sac growth in 2017

**Not Always: Type 3 endoleak**
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**Type II Endoleak (Lumbar)**

**Transarterial Embolization**

- Alternatives
- Transcaval embolization
- Transsealing embolization
- Workflow with CBCT
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Case #2

Take Home Messages
- Safe & efficient
- Faster than transarterial for lumbar embolization
- Dedicated Workflow:
  - Needle ASSIST with Discovery IGS 730
  - Intermediate assessments with Stereo 3D instead of additional CBCT

Alternatives
- Laparoscopic clipping
- Sacotomy and surgical suture of the feeding arteries: efficient but with morbidity

In Summary
Type 2 endoleak
- Risk of rupture is low but not nihil
- Type 2 endoleak must be treated as a Type 3 endoleak
The long-term fate of type II endoleak has not been elucidated, and currently there is still inadequate information to support a uniform approach to this problem.

Dream Trial update

Surprisingly today Pr Verhagen is little concerned with leaks

Do not believe Pr Hence Verhagen and vote for the motion!